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John and Qumran: discovery and Interpretation
over Sixty years
Paul N. Anderson

It would be no exaggeration to say that the discovery of the dead Sea Scrolls
was the most signiicant archaeological ind of the twentieth century. as the Jesus
movement must be understood in the light of contemporary Judaism, numerous comparisons and contrasts with the Qumran community and its writings
illumine our understandings of early christianity and its writings. as our knowledge of Qumran and the dead Sea Scrolls has grown, so have its implications
for Second temple Judaism and early christianity. likewise, as understandings
of Johannine christianity and its writings have grown, the Qumran-Johannine
analyses have also evolved. he goal of this essay is to survey the scholarly literature featuring comparative investigations of Qumran and the fourth Gospel,
showing developments across six decades and suggesting new venues of inquiry
for the future.
at the outset, it must be said that the state of Johannine studies has probably
evolved more over the last six decades than that of any other corpus within the
new testament.1 If rudolf bultmann had written his monumental commentary
on John a decade or more ater 1947, would he have been able to posit his source
theories in the same way, inferring stark tensions between Jewish and hellenistic
cosmologies during the irst century c.e.?2 In the pre-Qumran-discovery bed-

1. for reviews of Johannine secondary literature and its treatment of the dead Sea
Scrolls, see the extensive treatments by robert Kysar, The Fourth Evangelist and His Gospel:
An Examination of Contemporary Scholarship (minneapolis: augsburg, 1975), and Voyages with
John: Charting the Fourth Gospel (Waco, tex.: baylor university Press, 2006), chs. 5–8. See also
the reviews of Johannine research by Stephen S. Smalley, “Keeping up with recent Studies; xII.
St John’s Gospel,” ExpTim 97 (1986): 102–8, and Paul n. anderson, “beyond the Shade of the
oak tree: the recent Shade of Johannine Studies,” ExpTim 119 (2008): 365–73.
2. Indeed, bultmann’s inference of three non-Johannine sources underlying the fourth
Gospel, edited by an evangelist and reordered (wrongly) by a redactor, was built upon the
assumption that the revelation-Sayings Source reflected a mandaean and Gnostic ideology and
origin, as Judaism was thought to be pervasively monistic in contrast to Johannine dualism.
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rock of Johannine scholarship, several foundation stones resisted assault. first,
critical scholarship had drawn a sharp distinction between monistic Judaism
and dualistic hellenism. Given John’s highly dualistic character, it was therefore
assumed that the provenance of the fourth Gospel was hellenistic, not Jewish. as
a result, the Johannine tradition was truncated from Palestinian Judaism, severed
from the ministry of Jesus, and even distanced from Pauline christianity in asia
minor in favor of other settings, such as alexandria. Second, pre-1947 new testament research characteristically saw the theme of Jesus’ “agency” within John’s
christology as an element of the Gnostic revealer-myth. bultmann exploited this
perception in arguing for the existence of a revelation-Sayings Source underlying the Johannine “I-am” sayings, connected inferentially with John the baptizer
and his followers. hird, Johannine religious forms were typically portrayed as
primarily non-Jewish, cultic ones rather than as socio-religious features of a
Jewish-christian group. a fourth tendency connected John’s logos christology
with Philo’s treatment of the logos motif, as well as hellenistic speculation, driving a wedge between John’s elevated theology and his mundane presentation of
the earthly Jesus. fith, messianic christological constructs tended to be viewed
as somewhat monolithic rather than variegated. all these elements of pre-1947
approaches to Johannine studies have largely fallen by the wayside and have been
replaced by other perspectives rooted in religious and historical developments
largely furthered by the discovery of the dead Sea Scrolls.
Since the discovery of the dead Sea Scrolls, and under the influence of
scrolls research, several new movements in Johannine studies have developed.
first, given the light/darkness dualism of the community rule, the War Scroll,
and other Qumran writings, Johannine dualism is seen to be perfectly at home
within Palestinian Judaism. as a result, the Jewishness of John has been recognized, even to the extent that c. K. barrett has come to view John as the most
Jewish of all the Gospels.3 Second, rather than seeing John’s agency schema as

See rudolf bultmann, The Gospel of John: A Commentary, trans. G. r. beasley-murray, r. n.
W. hoare, and J. K. riches (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1971). for an extensive analysis of the
evidence for bultmann’s diachronic approach to John’s composition, see Paul n. anderson, The
Christology of the Fourth Gospel: Its Unity and Disunity in the Light of John 6 (Wunt 2.78;
tübingen: mohr Siebeck, 1996). even c. h. dodd, who saw the Johannine tradition as having
a far greater unity than bultmann proposed, hardly referred to the Qumran literature at all in
sketching the religious background of the fourth Gospel, even after the initial discoveries had
been published. While some awareness of Qumran writings is apparent in Historical Tradition
in the Fourth Gospel (cambridge: cambridge university Press, 1963), only a few references are
made, and dodd believed the scrolls’ impact on Johannine studies (and even on the background
of John the baptizer) to be negligible. See also his Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel (cambridge: cambridge university Press, 1953).
3. c. K. barrett, The Gospel of John and Judaism (Philadelphia: fortress, 1975); see also
his monumental commentary, The Gospel according to St. John, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1978).
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Gnostic, scholars have come to see it as closer to the shaliach motif within the
mosaic Prophet agency typology rooted in deut 18:15–22.4 hird, the social
function of religious practice and identity has come under new focus, suggesting something of the history of the Johannine dialectical situation. as features of
sectarian faith and practice have been illumined by indings at Qumran, greater
light has been shed on the emerging Jesus movement, especially in its individuation from Judaism. fourth, the Jewishness of John’s logos christology has gained
respect over against hellenistic associations, implying connections with Gen 1
rather than necessitating Gnostic cosmological speculation.5 fith, a growing
awareness of the rich diversity of Jewish and christian messianic expectations, as
well as unity and diversity within emerging christologies of the new testament,
has forced scholars to appreciate the dialectical character of early christological developments rather than pitting one construct against another in needless
dichotomies.6 While not all of these changes in perspective were afected equally
by the Qumran discoveries, it must be said that Qumran has played a signiicant
role in these developments.
hese changes can also be seen in the meaningful engagement of the leading
Johannine commentaries with the Qumran writings in the several decades ater
the discovery of the scrolls. While c. K. barrett argued in the second edition of
his commentary (1978) that the original excitement of Qumran had not exactly
revolutionized Johannine studies, he did list more than one hundred references

4. note, for instance, Jan Peter miranda’s Der Vater, der mich gesandt hat: Religionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zu den johanneischen Sendungsformeln Zugleich ein Beitrag zur
johanneischen Christologie und Ekklesiologie (europaische hochschulschriften; frankfurt:
lang, 1972), which connects the Johannine sending motif with mosaic agency as found in
Qumran (353–72); Jan-a. bühner, Der Gedandte und sein Weg in 4. Evangelium:; Die kulturund religionsgeschichtlichen Grundlagen der johanneischen Sendungschristologie sowie ihre
traditionsgeschichtliche Entwicklung (Wunt 2.2; tübingen: mohr Siebeck, 1977), carries the
connection further, especially linking deut 18:15–22 with John’s agency formula. for eight specific links between the lxx rendering of deut 18:15–22 and John, see Paul n. anderson, “the
having-Sent-me father—aspects of agency, Irony, and encounter in the Johannine father-Son
relationship,” in God the Father in the Gospel of John, ed. adele reinhartz, Semeia 85 (atlanta:
Society of biblical literature, 1999), 33–57.
5. especially significant was the second appendix in the first volume of raymond
brown’s anchor bible commentary, which argues strongly for the Jewish background of the
fourth Gospel and its Prologue. See raymond e. brown, The Gospel According to John, 2 vols.
(ab; new york: doubleday, 1966–1970), 1.519–24.
6. building on examples from Qumran, c. K. barrett shows how the fourth evangelist,
like other Jewish writers of his day, intentionally placed contravening notions side by side as a
means of engaging the reader and drawing audiences into the dialectical thought of the narrator
(Gospel of John and Judaism, 68–75).
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to Qumran writings in his index.7 raymond brown’s commentary connected
the Qumran writings to the background of John, although he emphasized that
the contacts are not close enough to imply literary dependence.8 likewise, while
rudolf Schnackenburg noted several signiicant similarities between John and
Qumran, he did not think they were close enough to imply any sort of direct
dependence. nonetheless, he did not rule out the possibility that, if John the
baptizer had some contact with Qumran and his disciples became Johannine
followers of Jesus, this indirect contact might have explained the connection
between the Johannine ethos and that of the essene community.9 While barnabas lindars only provided a couple of pages on the contacts between John and
Qumran, he did argue that this link in some ways “provides the closest parallel of
the thought of Judaism at the time of Jesus.” hus, connections between John and
the manual of discipline make the likelihood of some sort of Qumranic inluence
upon John “inescapable,” although lindars does not spell out speciic possibilities.10 hese and other examples indicate the growing inluence of the scrolls on
mainstream Johannine research, even in the face of deeply entrenched assumptions.
Immediately upon their discovery, the new knowledge provided by the dead
Sea Scrolls began to be applied to related subjects. Whereas other archaeological discoveries had involved shopping lists and political correspondence, this set
of writings was rich with religious signiicance and carried obvious implications
both for Judaism and christianity. he discovery of scrolls in a total of eleven
caves continued through 1952, although ongoing quests for further archaeological and manuscript evidence will probably never be deinitively concluded. While
varying interests, levels of information, and aspects of expertise have led to a
multiplicity of claims about the manuscripts and their implications for Johannine studies, one way to review the “indings” is to consider the types of claims
that are made. below I supply punctuation marks for claims made in scrolls lit-

7. barrett, Gospel according to St. John, 34. note the rejoinder, however, in James h.
charlesworth, “have the dead Sea Scrolls revolutionized our understanding of the new testament?” in The Dead Sea Scrolls Fifty Years after Their Discovery, ed. lawrence h. Schiffman,
emanuel tov, and James c. vanderKam (Jerusalem: Israel exploration Society and the Shrine
of the book, 2000), 116–38. charlesworth answers the question in the title of his essay with a
resounding “yes.”
8. See brown, Gospel according to John, 1.lxii–lxiv.
9. rudolf Schnackenburg, The Gospel according to St. John, trans. Kevin Smyth, 3 vols.
(htKnt; new york: Seabury and crossroad, 1980–82), 1:128–35.
10. barnabas lindars, The Gospel of John (ncbc; Grand rapids: eerdmans, 1972), 36–38.
more recently, craig Keener’s commentary, with its extensive engagement with ancient sources,
provides one of the most helpful treatments of John’s Jewish background, although its focus on
the dead Sea Scrolls is more incidental than pronounced (The Gospel of John: A Commentary, 2
vols. [Peabody, mass.: hendrickson, 2003], 1:171–232).
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erature.[nb: Sentence inserted for clarity.] beginning with the more signiicant
and moving toward the more mundane, I punctuate some of the highlights of
discovery and interpretation. It should be stated at the outset that the following
lists make no attempt to be exhaustive in their treatment. Indeed, at least twenty
thousand essays and books have been written on Qumran and related subjects.
roughly the same number have been written on Johannine studies over the last
six decades as well, with hundreds of essays and books touching on the intersections between the two ields. his survey, however, attempts to outline at least
a suggestive sample of some of the contributions, concluding with questions for
further research. I begin with the exclamation marks!
exclamation marks!—notable claims,
both noteworthy and notorious!
as with any momentous discovery, “exclamations” in research on the scrolls
indicate the perceived signiicance of the event—both realized and anticipated.
more-outrageous assertions include the claims that Jesus was “an astonishing
reincarnation” of Qumran’s teacher of righteousness;11 that the monastery at
Qumran was “more the cradle of christianity than bethlehem or nazareth”;12 and
that Jesus did not exist but was instead the hallucinogenic projection of a fertility
cult experimenting with mind-expanding mushroom intoxicants.13 Perhaps the
grandest theory put forward is that of barbara hiering, who laid out an extensive
hypothesis that the Gospel of John was actually composed by Jesus himself in 37

11. See andré dupont-Sommer, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A Preliminary Survey, trans. e.
margaret rowley (new york: macmillan, 1952), 99, who found many parallels between the presentation of Qumran’s teacher of righteousness and Jesus: similar teachings; a challenge to the
priestly establishment of Jerusalem; an untimely death; and the organization of the movement
that emerged in his name.
12. edmund Wilson, The Scrolls from the Dead Sea (new york: oxford university Press,
1955), 98. Wilson argued that Jesus must have grown up in Qumran, where he returned after
his ministry and was eventually buried sometime before 64 c.e. accusing religious scholars and
archaeologists of personal bias, Wilson apparently felt no need to cloak his own antireligious
sentiments.
13. John allegro, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Christian Myth, 2nd ed. (amherst, n.y.:
Prometheus books, 1992); see also his more provocative The Sacred Mushroom and the Cross:
A Study of the Nature and Origins of Christianity within the Fertility Cults of the Ancient Near
East (Garden city, n.y.: doubleday, 1970). one of the original editors of the dead Sea Scrolls,
allegro developed an imaginative set of implications for understanding the ministry of Jesus and
the character of early christianity. following major rebuttals by scholars and former colleagues,
however, he resigned from the university of manchester in 1970 to devote himself to full-time
writing.
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c.e. while living in Qumran.14 While media outlets have covered fantastic reports
on the dead Sea Scrolls with astounding popular appeal, striking exclamations
from established scholars are still noteworthy.
“my heartiest congratulations on the Greatest manuscript
discovery of modern times!”
William foxwell albright wrote these words in 1948 ater receiving correspondence on the scrolls and sample photographs from John trever.15 While
extraordinary as a claim, it is also true! no set of ancient manuscripts discovered
within the last century has had a greater impact on our understanding of ancient
Judaism and thus on the origins of christianity. he way that the scrolls illuminate the ministries of Jesus and John the baptizer, and also the fourth Gospel, has
been highly signiicant.
John the baptizer Was Immersed in Qumran essenism—a Possible link
between the fourth evangelist and Jesus!
one of the strongest sets of connections between the Qumran writings and
early christianity involves the great number of parallels between the ministry and
message of John the baptizer and Qumran: geographic intersections (John was
baptizing across the Jordan, not far from Qumran); priestly lineages (Zadokite or
otherwise); teachings regarding holy living and repentance from worldly compromise; prophetic warnings bolstered by threats of the axe “laid at the root of the
tree”; emphases upon baptismal cleansings and puriication; uses of Isa 40:3 (“the

14. While the media has paid special notice to thiering’s views, scholars have not. In
understated terms, Geza vermes responded to thiering’s critique of vermes’s earlier review of
thiering’s Jesus the Man (new york: doubleday, 1992): “Professor barbara thiering’s reinterpretation of the new testament, in which the married, divorced, and remarried Jesus, father of
four, becomes the ‘Wicked Priest’ of the dead Sea Scrolls, has made no impact on learned opinion. Scrolls scholars and new testament experts alike have found the basis of the new theory,
thiering’s use of the so-called ‘pesher technique,’ without substance” (The New York Review of
Books 41, no. 20, december 1, 1994). of course, as thiering suggests, Jesus could have been
raised at Qumran, created a conflict (as the Wicked Priest) with John the baptizer (the teacher
of righteousness), married mary magdalene (divorcing and remarrying her again), married
lydia, been unsuccessfully crucified outside Qumran (between the bodies of Simon magus and
Judas), been buried and resuscitated in cave 8, had four children, traveled with Peter and Paul
to rome, and died in rome (ca. 64 c.e.). but does the textual evidence in the temple Scroll
and the Gospels confirm such, or even suggest it? for a more scholarly analysis of the use of
the pesher method of interpretation at Qumran, see James h. charlesworth, The Pesharim and
Qumran History: Chaos or Consensus? (Grand rapids: eerdmans, 2002).
15. cited by John c. trever in The Untold Story of Qumran (Westwood, n.J.: fleming h.
revell, 1965), 94.
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voice of one crying in the wilderness: ‘Prepare the way of the lord’”); and challenges issued to religious leaders. Whether or not John was born in Qumran, otto
betz and others have argued that he was raised there.16 Plausibly, the baptizer’s
priestly heritage merged with his sense of prophetic and eschatological urgency, as
relected in the ministry of Jesus and eventually in the perspective of the fourth
evangelist.
the fourth evangelist likely did Some abiding at Qumran!
as one of the leading british authorities on the fourth Gospel, John ashton’s argument that the fourth evangelist spent time at Qumran is signiicant.17
attempting to ascertain the character and origin of Johannine dualism, ashton
inferred a direct association with essene dualism rather than an indirect inluence. against bultmann’s inference that the fourth evangelist was a Gnostic,
ashton wondered if John might have encountered this sort of dualistic thinking
within the Qumranic setting “from an early age, maybe from childhood.” hus,
although irsthand contact with Qumran cannot be proven, the fourth evangelist
“had dualism in his bones.”18
Qumran community members Influenced the Production of the
Johannine Gospel!
as one of the leading experts on Qumran, the fourth Gospel, archaeology,
and Jesus, James charlesworth argued that many residents of Qumran sought
refuge in Jerusalem ater the destruction of the complex by the romans in 68
c.e. his inlux might have coincided with the production of the irst edition of
the Gospel of John.19 Given similarities in the dualistic paradigms of John and

16. otto betz, “Was John the baptist an essene?” in Understanding the Dead Sea Scrolls:
A Reader from the Biblical Archaeology Review, ed. hershel Shanks (new york: random house,
1992), 205–14.
17. See John ashton, Understanding the Fourth Gospel (oxford: clarendon, 1991), 205–37.
ashton accused scholars such as brown and charlesworth of not going far enough in accounting for the Johannine-Qumranic similarities, although charlesworth later questioned whether
ashton had fairly considered his analysis; see James h. charlesworth, “the dead Sea Scrolls and
the Gospel according to John,” in Exploring the Gospel of John: In Honor of D. Moody Smith, ed.
r. alan culpepper and c. clifton black (louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1996), 65–97. In
ashton’s view, John’s dualism was rooted not in “his receptiveness to new ideas but . . . his own
gut reactions,” which had been formed by his personal history of development (Understanding
the Fourth Gospel, 237).
18. ashton, Understanding the Fourth Gospel, 236–37.
19. James h. charlesworth, “the Priority of John? reflections on the essenes and the first
edition of John,” in Für und wider die Priorität des Johannesevangeliums, ed. Peter l. hofrichter
(ttS 9; hildesheim, Germany: Georg olms, 2002), 73–114.
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Qumran (especially evident in John 6, 12, 14, which charlesworth calls termini
technici) and that the Johannine Gospel possesses a good deal of irsthand archaeological knowledge of Jerusalem, charlesworth poses that the fourth evangelist
likely bolstered the story of Jesus by featuring the mission of John the baptizer in
John 1. If the irst edition of John was written before 70 c.e., this would explain
why many of the Jerusalem topographical features are described as still standing
(they had not yet been destroyed by the romans in June of 70 c.e.). charlesworth’s proposal would also make the irst edition of John the irst Gospel—not
only independent of the Synoptic traditions, but preceding them.
the fourth evangelist Was an essene!
did essenes live only in Qumran, or did they live elsewhere in Palestine as
well? brian capper’s analysis of the essene movement has been one of the most
creative and suggestive of recent analyses, and his connection between the essene
ethos and the Johannine approach to community is provocative.20 based on Josephus’s estimate that there were as many as four thousand essenes in pre-70 Judea,
capper does not view the essene movement as a reclusive sect but as a virtuoso
religious movement of devout celibate males, inhabiting most Palestinian villages
and caring for the social needs of local populations. essenes therefore took in
orphans and widows and addressed social concerns in Jewish communities. hey
cared for the needs of the poor and marginalized in their “houses of the community.” If the fourth evangelist was a member of this sort of religious movement he
may have seen Jesus as endorsing that sort of local social activism; therefore, the
Johannine emphasis upon community deserves reconsideration as a movement
of radical Jewish community concern.
the John–Qumran marriage to be dissolved due to Irreconcilable
differences!
While this exclamation might overstate richard bauckham’s reluctance to
make use of Qumran research for the advancement of Johannine studies, it comes
close.21 While bauckham disagreed with raymond brown diametrically on a
number of Johannine topics (including, notably, whether there was a Johannine
community), he took brown’s modest assessment of Qumran-Johannine contacts

20. aside from capper’s contribution to the present volume, see his “‘With the oldest
monks . . . ’: light from essene history on the career of the beloved disciple?” JTS 49 (1998):
1–55; also “essene community houses and Jesus’ early community,” in Jesus and Archaeology,
ed. James h. charlesworth (Grand rapids: eerdmans, 2006), 472–502.
21. richard bauckham, “the Qumran community and the Gospel of John,” in Schiffman,
tov, and vanderKam, Dead Sea Scrolls Fifty Years after Their Discovery, 105–15.
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further.22 due to the signiicant number of diferences and inexact parallels, even
regarding Qumran’s modiied dualism, bauckham cautioned against inding the
key to the Johannine tradition, and more pointedly the search for a Johannine
community, in the literature from Qumran. according to bauckham, “here is no
need to appeal to the Qumran texts in order to demonstrate the Jewishness of the
fourth Gospel’s light/darkness imagery. his can be done more convincingly by
comparison with other Jewish sources already available long before the discovery
of the dead Sea Scrolls.”23
the “Johannine community” Secedes from Sectarianism and Joins a
cult!
breaking with the martyn-brown hypothesis regarding a Johannine “sectarian community” that sought to maintain separateness from the world, Kåre
fuglseth argues for a reappraisal of Johannine christianity.24 here the QumranJohannine relationship becomes one of contrasts as well as comparisons, as the
Qumranic-Johannine-Philonic continuum is revamped, with John closer to Philo
than to Qumran. especially taking issue with Wayne meeks’s sectarian approach
to Johannine christianity, fuglseth shows some of the inadequacy of sect-like
associations with the Johannine situation. If Johannine christianity was part of
a cosmopolitan setting, welcoming outsiders and maintaining contact with other
religious institutions (as suggested by references to the temple and other groups),
“sectarian” is the wrong designation. In contrast to Qumran’s cutting itself of
from the rest of the world and highly structured sectarian existence, Johannine
christianity is more permeable and less organized structurally. and, rather than
being ixed upon its estranged parental group, Johannine christianity engaged
several fronts—docetists, Samaritans, alleged Greeks and romans, and other
christians. In these and other ways, the Qumran-Johannine relationship is as
valuable for its contrasts as well as its similarities. according to fuglseth, Johannine christianity seems more cultic than sectarian.
overall, while some “exclamations” about the Qumran writings call for a
good deal of skepticism, others merit serious consideration. he above analyses
show that biblical studies, and especially Johannine studies, have been inluenced
in unprecedented ways by the Qumran discoveries. rather than seeing the Johannine writings against hellenistic, Gnostic, or hermetic backgrounds, the solidly

22. See raymond brown, “Qumran Scrolls and the Johannine Gospel and epistles,” in his
New Testament Essays (Garden city, n.y.: doubleday, 1968), 102–31.
23. bauckham, “Qumran community,” 115.
24. Kåre Sigvald fuglseth, Johannine Sectarianism in Perspective: A Sociological, Historical,
and Comparative Analysis of the Temple and Social Relationships in the Gospel of John, Philo, and
Qumran (novtSup 119; leiden: brill, 2005).
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Jewish parentage of the Johannine tradition—despite its later development in a
Greco-roman setting—raises inescapable issues for consideration.
In addition to exclamation marks, however, Johannine-Qumran dialogue
also has its periods.
Periods.—full Stops, and Starts, in the
new testament-Qumran dialogue
he history of the new testament-Qumran dialogue is punctuated by several
major developments and projects, each of which contributes to ongoing discussions in particular ways. often these “periods” are determined by actual
discoveries (or lack thereof), leading to a periodization of the research. as well
as being afected by archaeological discoveries, these periods are also shaped by
particular scrolls being published, made available, or commented upon within
larger conferences and publications. Whatever the case, these discoveries and
their interpretations create the frameworks for chapters of development within
the larger history of inquiry. building upon the periodizations of George brooke
and Jörg frey, the following outline of four periods of research emerges.25
Period 1: first discoveries and Premature assumptions (1947–ca. 1955)
as the irst of the dead Sea documents began to be noticed in 1947, great
intrigue surrounded the discoveries, but primarily with regard to their implications for ancient Judaism. he pre-discovery era had already taken note of ernst
renan’s 1891 dictum that christianity was an essenism that had largely succeeded, and the damascus document of cairo had been published in 1910.26
however, with the discovery of the Great Isaiah Scroll a, the manual of discipline, the habakkuk Pesher, the hanksgiving hymns, and the War Scroll, interest

25. George J. brooke, “the Scrolls and the Study of the new testament,” in The Dead Sea
Scrolls at Fifty: Proceedings of the 1997 Society of Biblical Literature Qumran Section Meetings, ed.
robert a. Kugler and eileen m. Schuller (SbleJl15; atlanta: Scholars Press, 1999), 61–76; repr.
in his Dead Sea Scrolls and the New Testament: Essays in Mutual Illumination (minneapolis: fortress, 2005), 3–18. brooke’s periods of research, reflecting the archaeological history of Qumran,
are described as “Pre-Qumran, Period Ia (1948–1952),” “Period Ib (1952–1977),” “abandonment (1977–1991),” and “Periods II–Iv (1991–the present).” Jörg frey, “the Impact of the dead
Sea Scrolls on new testament Interpretation: Proposals, Problems, and further Perspectives,” in
The Bible and the Dead Sea Scrolls: The Princeton Symposium on the Dead Sea Scrolls, ed. James
h. charlesworth, 3 vols. (Waco, tex.: baylor university Press, 2006), 3:407–61. frey’s periods
largely overlap with those of brooke, but the dates and descriptions are more clearly spelled out.
26. See brooke’s analysis of the pre-Qumran era, Dead Sea Scrolls and the New Testament,
4.
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began to take of.27 Karl Georg Kuhn produced several provocative essays analyzing parallels between the Qumran writings and the new testament.28 especially
signiicant was Kuhn’s observation that the dualism of Qumran was not materialistic, but rather ethical and eschatological. analyses of Qumran dualism bore
special relevance to Johannine dualism, and this was a major factor in the movement away from seeing the Johannine literature as hellenistic only, contributing
to the recovery of an appreciation of its systemic Jewish character. during the
early years, the interpretive promise of the scrolls as a resource for understanding the background of the new testament grew as connections began to emerge
between the Qumran writings and early christianity.
Period 2: the “Qumran fever” (ca. 1955–1970)
Jörg frey describes the next decade and a half as a period of “Qumran
fever.” launched by the discoveries of ten more caves containing thousands of
fragments (1952–1956), this new phase saw both the production of solid work
on the scrolls, with implications for christian origins, as well as the expansion
of speculation characterized above. he irst volume of the discoveries in the
Judean desert series appeared in 1955.29 In addition to popular speculations on
the scrolls and related subjects, an international group of new testament scholars
began to contribute its own analyses. french and German analyses began to make
headlines in europe,30 and british and american advances soon followed. With
the publication of the two-volume translation and introduction by millar burrows in 1955 and 1958, important new testament themes were laid out, setting
the template for further research to follow.31 he translation of the scrolls into
english by Geza vermes and others led to a veritable avalanche of scrolls-related
research. alongside great optimism that the Qumran writings would revolu-

27. frey, “Impact of the dead Sea Scrolls,” 409.
28. See, for instance, Karl G. Kuhn, “Zur bedeutung der neuen palästinischen handschriftenfunde für die neutestamentlishce Wissenschaft,” TLZ 47 (1950): 81–86, and his more
fully developed “die Sektenschrift und die iranische religion,” ZTK 49 (1952): 296–316, where
he lays out a plausible view of the Iranian background of Qumran dualism, shedding important
light on Johannine dualism.
29. now numbering forty assigned volumes (some still in production), the dJd series
began with Qumran Cave 1, ed. d. bartholélemy and J. t. milik (oxford: clarendon, 1955).
volumes 2–5 were also published during this period.
30. See Jean daniélou, Les manuscrits des la Mer Mort et les origines du Christianisme
(Paris: editions de l’orange, 1957), translated asThe Dead Sea Scrolls and Primitive Christianity,
trans. Salvator attanasio (baltimore: helicon, 1958). note especially daniélou’s analysis, “St.
John and the theology of Qumran” (103–11).
31. millar burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls (new york: viking, 1955); idem, More Light on
the Dead Sea Scrolls: New Scrolls and Interpretations with Translations of Important Recent Discoveries (new york: viking, 1958).
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tionize new testament studies, however, doubts began to be expressed as to the
exactness of the parallels and therefore their implications for the study of early
christianity. rather than inferring direct connections among Jesus, John the baptizer, Paul, and the fourth evangelist, analyses of parallels relecting lines that
never directly cross[QU: he meaning of “parallels relecting lines that never
directly cross” seems a bit cryptic. Can the meaning be stated more directly?]
became an important interpretive approach.32
Period 3: Stagnation and advance (ca. 1970–1991)
While frey and brooke refer to this period as a time of stagnation or abandonment in Qumran archaeological research, it is one of the most aggressive
periods of advance in Johannine-Qumran analysis. due to a variety of factors,
Qumran research slowed down considerably in the 1970s and the 1980s. he
excavation work at Qumran was abandoned, and the dearth of new discoveries, coupled with the lengthy process of getting extant scrolls into print, led the
media and the cutting edge of biblical scholarship to look elsewhere for subjects of interest. he publication of the temple Scroll in hebrew (1977) created
some excitement,33 but a growing awareness of the diferences between Qumran
and the new testament writings had begun to sink in, pouring cold water on
the ires of parallelomania.34 frustration was also growing as years, and even
decades, passed without discovered texts becoming available to the broader
world of scholarship. It was as though the failure to break new archaeological
ground was matched by a failure to break new intellectual ground in interpreting the scrolls as resources for understanding either ancient Judaism or early
christianity. regarding Qumran-Johannine research, however, some of the most
signiicant advances were made during this period. most notably, the essay collection John and Qumran gathered by James charlesworth marks boundaries of
32. f. f. bruce, “Qumran and early christianity,” NTS 2 (1955–1956): 176–90; oscar cullmann, “the Significance of the Qumran texts for research into the beginnings of christianity,”
JBL 74 (1955): 213–26. daniel J. harrington, S.J., also reminds us that, as in euclidian geometry,
parallel lines never do meet (“response to Joseph fitzmyer’s ‘Qumran literature and the Johannine Writings,’” in Life in Abundance: Studies of John’s Gospel in Tribute to Raymond E. Brown,
S.S., ed. John r. donahue [collegeville, minn.: liturgical Press, 2005], 134–37).
33. between 1968 and 1992 only three volumes in the dJd project were published
(vols. 6–8). frey (“Impact of the dead Sea Scrolls,” 416) and brooke (Dead Sea Scrolls and the
New Testament, 10) note the importance of yigael yadin, The Temple Scroll (Jerusalem: Israel
exploration Society, 1977–83),[QU: Multiple volumes?] which was the longest scroll to be discovered.
34. the truth of the 1961 Sbl presidential address by Samuel Sandmel, “Parallelomania,”
JBL 81 (1962): 1–13, had begun to sink in for Qumran–early christianity studies. the mere
determination of a parallel between two ancient texts need not imply derivation or a particular
form of contact; caution should be used in determining the particulars of textual relationships.
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this period with its irst and second printings in 1972 and 1990,35 contributing
to further explorations in signiicant ways. It is also during this period that some
of the major commentaries and Johannine works were published, developing the
Qumran-Johannine connections further (brown’s second volume, 1970; barrett’s
second edition and monograph on John and Judaism, 1978 and 1975 respectively;
lindars’s commentary, 1972; the translation of Schnackenburg’s commentary into
english, 1980–82; and ashton’s major analysis of John’s dualism in his Understanding the Fourth Gospel, 1991).[QU: It would be preferable – less disruptive
to the reader – to place these parenthetical citations in a footnote.] While
archaeological discovery slowed down during this period, Johannine-Qumranic
analyses lourished.
Period 4: a new “Qumran Springtime” (1991–present)
frey called the epoch since 1991 “a new ‘Qumranic springtime,’” and indeed
it has been, on several levels.36 especially signiicant was the marked increase
in access to the Qumran writings. first, the publication of the texts of cave 4
made accessible the most important of recent discoveries, facilitating the analysis of biblical and apocryphal texts as well as community writings. Second, the
increased availability of these texts by microiche, published photographs, and
transcribed writings broke the logjam of limited access to manuscripts that were
previously available only to small teams of scholars. hird, the publication of
articles and books on particular topics began to take of in unprecedented ways,
leading to a consensus opinion about Jesus and Qumran.37 fourth, symposia,
anniversaries, and special collections provided the stimulus for new scholar-

35. James h. charlesworth, ed., John and Qumran (new york: crossroad, 1972). for the
1990 second edition, the title was changed to John and the Dead Sea Scrolls.
36. frey borrowed this term from martin hengel, who referred to the new “Qumranfrühling” in “die Qumranfollen undeder umgang mit der Wahrheit,” TBei 23 (1992): 233–37. from
1992–2002 publication of dJd volumes accelerated, with the release of twenty-eight of the forty
commissioned volumes (most involving manuscripts from cave 4). In addition, the Princeton
theological Seminary dead Sea Scrolls Project, founded in 1985 by James charlesworth, published its first six volumes between 1994 and 2002.
37. In the forward to Jesus and the Dead Sea Scrolls (new york: doubleday, 1992), James
h. charlesworth laid out sixteen elements of what he called a “critical consensus” regarding
connections between Jesus and the dead Sea Scrolls (xxxi–xxxvii). essentially, the Qumran
community members were a group of male, conservative Jewish religious covenanters, whose
writings antedated Jesus and his followers but did not refer to any of them directly; this being
the case, parallels are important but incidental. comparative analysis is thus helpful in that it
shows at least twenty-four similarities between Qumran and Jesus’ movement and also twentyseven major differences (see charlesworth’s own essay in the collection, “the dead Sea Scrolls
and the historical Jesus,” 1–74). for another impressive list of parallels involving similarities
and differences, see heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn, “Qumran texts and the historical Jesus: Parallels in
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ship. fith, social-science developments within biblical studies produced new
approaches to the essene movement and the Qumran community as social and
anthropological phenomena. new approaches to archaeology have also had an
impact on Qumran studies. analyses of skeletal remains, cloth, parchment, ink,
fecal remains, pottery, and other materials have lent valuable insights into life in
Qumran, illuminating some of the writings.
While this brief overview of the history of Qumran-John studies shows the
ebb and low of discovery and research, the boundaries between the periods
are neither hard nor ixed. Sometimes discoveries in one period do not receive
widespread notice until a later phase, so some of the chronological diferences
are simply a matter of timelines and incidental factors in the low of publications. overall, history reveals the emergence of more sensational claims, followed
by more measured ones, leading inally to a more nuanced set of analyses that
considers both similarities and diferences between the new testament and the
Qumran writings. most signiicant is the overall development of a keener sense
of the Jewish background of all of the new testament writings, including insights
into the ministry of Jesus, the epistles of Paul, and the Johannine literature.
colons: Significant John–Qumran developments
of the many connections that have been drawn between the new testament and
the dead Sea Scrolls, few have been as signiicant as the John–Qumran analyses.
hese studies have ranged in character from positive comparisons between the
two sets of writings to observations of signiicant contrasts, and from assumptions
of primary contact between Johannine christianity and Qumran to assertions
that the two communities were distinct. Sometimes a particular study made a signiicant impact, while at other times a cluster of studies created a wave of interest
and furthered inquiry. following are some of the major contributions to research
on John and Qumran—not quite distinctive periods, but notable as colons in the
larger low of research.
early explorations of Possible connections
he year 1955 was signiicant in the blossoming of Qumran studies. It was
also signiicant for the way several important analyses of the Qumran writings
illuminated the religious background of the Gospel and epistles of John.38 at the
same time, following the lead of millar burrows, scholars were coming to identify

contrast,” in Schiffman, tov, and vanderKam, Dead Sea Scrolls Fifty Years after Their Discovery,
573–80.
38. In addition to Karl Kuhn’s work on Qumranic dualism and the implications for Johannine interpretation (see n. 28 above), lucetta mowrey’s essay “the dead Sea Scrolls and the
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the Johannine literature as those new testament writings bearing closest ainities with the Qumran writings.39 of particular importance were the early studies
of raymond brown and William f. albright, which identiied impressive Johannine-Qumran parallels and argued for a closer connection with contemporary
Judaism than with later mandaean Gnosticism.40 In addition to similarities, however, signiicant diferences between John and the scrolls began to emerge. for
instance, f. f. bruce, ater initially having noted signiicant parallels between John
and the Qumran writings, soon thereater expressed second thoughts.41 likewise,
howard teeple, noting the many diferences between the Qumran and the Johannine writings, concluded that there are not enough identical parallels to prove
an indisputable connection between them, other than what would have been the
case with any two sets of writings drawing on a common Jewish background.42
renewed interest in the relationship, however, was to be launched with a full
volume dedicated to the subject by leading new testament scholars.
John and the Dead Sea Scrolls
by far the most signiicant single volume in the history of John–Qumran
analysis is a collection of essays edited by James charlesworth in 1972 and republished in 1990.43 leading of with an overall analysis in “he dead Sea Scrolls and
the new testament” (pp. 1–8), raymond brown covers nearly a quarter-century
background for the Gospel of John,” BA 17 (1954): 78–97, focused early on the John–Qumran
relationship.
39. See burrows, Dead Sea Scrolls, 338–41; idem, More Light, 123–30. See also the early
and extensive treatments by leon morris, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Gospel of John (london:
viking, 1960; repr. in his Studies in the Fourth Gospel [Grand rapids: eerdmans, 1969], 321–58);
f.-m. braun, “l’arrière-fond judaïque du Quartième Évangile et la communauté de l’alliance,”
RB 62 (1955): 5–44; m.-É. boismard, “Qumrán y los escritos de S. Juan,” CB 12 (1955): 250–64;
Gunther baumach, Qumran und das Johannes-Evangelium (avtrW 6; berlin: evangelische
verlagsanstalt, 1957).
40. raymond e. brown, “the Qumran Scrolls and the Johannine Gospel and epistles,”
CBQ 17 (1955): 403–19, 559–74; repr. in New Testament Essays, 102–31. albright showed how
archaeology clearly suggests a Palestinian origin of the Johannine tradition. later studies have
not only confirmed but expanded that judgment (William f. albright, “recent discoveries in
Palestine and the Gospel of St. John,” in The Background of the New Testament and Its Eschatology, ed. W. d. davies and david daube [cambridge: cambridge university Press, 1956],
153–71). See also Godfrey r. driver, The Judean Scrolls: The Problem and a Solution (new york:
Shocken books, 1965), 544–62.
41. See f. f. bruce, Second Thoughts on the Dead Sea Scrolls (Grand rapids: eerdmans,
1956).
42. howard m. teeple, “Qumran and the origin of the fourth Gospel,” NovT 4 (1960):
6–24; repr. in The Composition of John’s Gospel: Selected Studies from “Novum Testamentum,” ed.
david e. orton (rbS 2; leiden: brill, 1999), 1–20.
43. charlesworth, John and Qumran, 1972. See n. 35 above for the full citation.
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of research, calling for further investigation. In his more extensive “light from
Qumran upon Some aspects of Johannine heology” (pp. 9–37), James l. Price
covers such themes as God the creator, Johannine dualism, and the teacher/Son
as God’s representative, revealer, and example. Within “he Johannine Paraclete
and the Qumran Scrolls” (pp. 38–61), a. r. c. leaney analyzes parallels among
the teacher of righteousness, Jesus, and the holy Spirit. In “he calendar of
Qumran and the Passion narrative in John” (pp. 62–75), annie Jaubert seeks to
resolve the diferences between the Johannine and Synoptic datings of the last
Supper. charlesworth himself contributed two essays: the irst, “a critical comparison of the dualism of 1 QS 3:13–4:26 and the ‘dualism’ contained in the
Gospel of John” (pp. 76–106), outlines eleven signiicant parallels between the
two; the second, “Qumran, John, and odes of Solomon” (pp. 107–36), shows, on
the basis of six parallels between these three bodies of literature, that the Johannine-odes relationship was not an organic one, but rather that both had been
inluenced by Qumran. In “Qumran, John, and Jewish christianity” (pp. 137–
55), Giles Quispel shows how Jewish ideas and practices came to be expressed in
hellenistic categories as the Johannine tradition moved from Palestinian traditions toward their expression in an asia minor setting. carrying the association
further in “he first epistle of John and the Writings of Qumran” (pp. 156–65),
marie-Émile boismard attempts to identify aspects of Qumranic dualism within
the Johannine community in asia minor. he discussion comes to a head in the
essay by William h. brownlee, “Whence the Gospel according to John?” (pp.
166–94), which connects Palestinian tradition with the work of the apostle John
inalized in a hellenistic setting such as alexandria. noting the continued relevance of these essays for Johannine research in his new foreword to the 1990
reprint, charlesworth concluded, “In summation, while the dead Sea Scrolls
cannot be used to prove the apostolic connection of the earliest layer of John or
demonstrate the early date of the gospel, they do disclose the Palestinian origin
and Jewish character of the Johannine tradition. he Gospel of John is perhaps
the most Jewish of the canonical gospels.”44
anniversaries, Symposia, and Special collections
ater publication of the charlesworth collection, the primary venues in
which Johannine-Qumran studies have been carried out are larger collections,
symposia, and special studies. for instance, charlesworth contributed a signiicant essay on the subject to a Festschrit for moody Smith in 1996, as did Joseph
fitzmyer and daniel harrington within the conference and volume of collected

44. charlesworth, John and the Dead Sea Scrolls, xv.
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essays celebrating the contributions of raymond brown.45 he itieth anniversary
of the scrolls’ discovery saw many more publications than any previous anniversary. a rat of Johannine-Qumran studies have appeared within the past decade
or so.46 he most signiicant collection on this topic appears in the proceedings
of the second Princeton Symposium on the bible and the dead Sea Scrolls, in
which signiicant direct and indirect treatments of John and Qumran abound.47
he present book is the most recent example of this phenomenon. It is the only
anniversary volume of which I am aware dedicated exclusively to Qumran and the
Gospel of John.
What one can see in the irst six decades of John and Qumran research is a
set of movements toward and away from degrees of speciic inluence and contact.[QU: he meaning of previous sentence is unclear. Please revise.] Whereas
the signiicant number of parallels between the Qumran and Johannine writings has led to inferences of a close relationship,48 others have resisted inferring
such close proximity. Indeed, inluence can happen in a great number of ways,
and even diferences are suggestive for contrastive analysis.[QU: he meaning of
previous sentence is unclear. Please revise.] current studies, beyond noting a
similarity of worldview, seek to make use of growing knowledge of Qumran theology, sociology, psychology, and anthropology as a means of better understanding
the Johannine writings and their settings. only recently have the interdisciplinary
approaches that have inluenced biblical studies so extensively in recent decades

45. charlesworth, “dead Sea Scrolls and the Gospel,” 65–97; Joseph a. fitzmyer, S.J.,
“Qumran literature and the Johannine Writings,” in Life in Abundance: Studies of John’s Gospel in
Tribute to Raymond E. Brown, ed. John r. donahue (collegeville, minn.: liturgical Press, 2003),
117–33; daniel J. harrington, S.J., “response,” in donahue, Life in Abundance,134–37.
46. See, for example, aage Pilgaard, “the Qumran Scrolls and John’s Gospel,” in New
Readings in John: Literary and Theological Perspectives: Essays from the Scandinavian Conference on the Fourth Gospel, Århus 1997, ed. Johannes nissen and Sigfred Pedersen (JSntSup
182; Sheffield: Sheffield academic Press, 1999), 126–42; richard bauckham, “Qumran and the
fourth Gospel: Is there a connection?” in The Scrolls and the Scriptures: Qumran Fifty Years
After, ed. Stanley e. Porter and craig a. evans (JSPSup 26; Sheffield: Sheffield academic Press,
1997), 267–79; idem, “Qumran community,” in nissen and Pedersen, New Readings in John,
105–15; dietmar neufeld, “‘and When that one comes,’ aspects of Johannine messianism,” in
Eschatology, Messianism, and the Dead Sea Scrolls, ed. craig a. evans and Peter W. flint (Grand
rapids: eerdmans, 1997), 120–41.
47. charlesworth, Bible and the Dead Sea Scrolls. See here especially enno e. Popkes,
“about the differing approach to a theological heritage: comments on the relationship
between the Gospel of John, the Gospel of Thomas, and Qumran,” 3:218–317; and James h.
charlesworth, “a Study in Shared Symbolism and language: the Qumran community and the
Johannine community,” 3:97–152.
48. See especially John ashton, who thinks John’s dualism can only be explained on the
basis of the evangelist’s direct contacts with the Qumran community (Understanding the Fourth
Gospel, 205–37).
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begun to be applied to the dead Sea Scrolls and their life settings. as those developments emerge, new venues of research will undoubtedly follow.
Semi-colons denoting Significant topics in
Qumran–Johannine research
emerging from the above analyses are significant topical developments that
punctuate the landscape of the study of John and Qumran. as broad themes,
these subjects overlap with each other and with many other topics not covered
in this essay. herefore, this list is suggestive of some of the signiicant topics in
Qumran-Johannine research, although not exhaustive. While the similarities
involved are important, so also are the diferences when seeking to understand a
Johannine emphasis or approach.
creation and the Workings of God
one of the striking parallels between the fourth Gospel and the Qumran
writings is the featuring of God’s work in creation as a singular force in the cosmos.49 his is an important feature, because the dualistic pairs of realities have
their origins in God’s sovereign work; therefore, Qumran dualism is a derived
reality rather than an absolute one. Parallel to the creative work of the divine
logos in John 1:1–3, all that exists has come from God’s creative power (1QS
3.15; 11.11, 17). both positive and negative emphases are made in the Qumran
writings (although less so in John): all has come into being through God’s creative
work, and nothing has come into being otherwise. In relecting a belief in God’s
primacy in the universe, the Johannine Prologue (John 1:1–18) resonates with the
Qumranic worldview, although both have their origin in Gen 1 and related texts.
his conirms the Jewishness of the cosmology of the fourth Gospel, providing
an important backdrop for understanding the Johannine perspective and ethos.
dualism
Given that God is the source of creation, how could things be so wrong in
the world? In Qumranic terms, there are two Spirits, the Spirit of truth and the
Spirit of deception, that draw humanity into two camps, the children of light
and the children of darkness. his leads to cosmological warfare, wherein God

49. See the treatment of theology in Qumran and the Gospel of John by James l. Price,
“light from Qumran upon Some aspects of Johannine theology,” in John and Qumran, ed.
James charlesworth (london: chapman, 1972), 9–37. Joseph fitzmyer also begins his treatment of Johannine-Qumranic parallels with a focus on the work of God as creator (“Qumran
literature and the Johannine Writings,” 119–26).
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calls the faithful—the light of the World—to ight for the truth and the way of
righteousness embraced by the community, against all opposition. Ironically,
those targeted as the adversaries in this duel are largely fellow Jewish leaders in
Jerusalem, who are perceived as having compromised the ways of God in their
dealings with the world. hey will meet their doom at the hand of God’s angels
in warfare. he Johannine writings employ many of the same dualistic pairs and
envision Jesus as the light of the World, who illumines all (John 1:9). darkness
has not overcome the light, and as many as receive Jesus as the light receive the
power to become the children of God (1:12). following the way of Jesus is to be
walking in the light (8:12; 12:45), and the holy Spirit convicts the world of both
sin and of righteousness (16:8).
according to charlesworth, the following dualistic pairs are found in the
Qumran writings and also in John, a fact that had led some scholars to infer at
least some sort of contact between those who formed the Johannine tradition and
the ethos of the Qumran community.50
Fourth Gospel
the Spirit of truth (14:17; 15:26; 16:13)
the holy Spirit (14:26; 20:22)
sons of light (12:36)
eternal life (3:15, 16, 36; 5:24, passim)
the light of life (8:12)
and he who walks in the darkness (12:35)
he will not walk in the darkness (8:12)
the wrath of God (3:36)
the eyes of the blind (9:32; 10:21; 11:37)
full of grace/fullness of grace (1:14, 16)
the works of God (6:28; 9:3)
their works (of men) were evil (3:19)

1QS 3.14–4.26
Spirit of truth (3.18–19; 4.21, 23)
the Spirit of holiness (4.21)
sons of light (3.13, 24, 25)
in perpetual life (4.7)
in the light of life (3.7)
they . . . walk in the ways of darkness (3.21)
to walk in all the ways of darkness (4.11)
the furious wrath of God’s vengeance (4.12)
blindness of eyes (4.11)
the fullness of grace/his grace (4.4, 5)
the works of God (4.4)
works of abomination/of a man (4.10, 20)

While there are signiicant similarities here, there are also diferences. brown’s
view that we have at least a common worldview articulated between these two
movements within ancient Judaism is the best way forward. but if similarities do
not imply direct contact, diferences do not imply distance. even the diferences
between the scrolls and the Gospel of John are signiicant for understanding
more fully the Johannine ethos.

50. While charlesworth outlines these technical terms elsewhere, his critical comparison
is most fully laid out in his essay “a critical comparison of the dualism in 1QS 3:13–4:26 and
the ‘dualism’ contained in the Gospel of John,” in charlesworth, John and Qumran, 101–10;
repr. from NTS 15 (1968–69): 389–418.
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messianism
one of the striking things about perspectives on the messiah in Qumran is
the diversity of models that seem to be in play. he leading interpretation has
noted two “messiahs” in Qumran, that of “aaron” and that of “Israel” (1QS
9.10–11), although a Prophet-like-moses typology is also mentioned directly
in that same context.51 Initial discussions identiied two messianic typologies
in Qumran, one priestly and the other royal, but several objections have been
raised. first, the reference to “Israel” is not necessarily a davidic reference; it
could be a reference to corporate Israel. Second, the two typologies could be seen
as being fulilled in the ministry of one person rather than referring to two different people.52 nevertheless, craig evans has suggested that the “two sons of
oil” in 4Q254 4 2 and other passages argue for a diarchic view of the messiah in
Qumran involving a priestly igure and a royal igure,53 relecting a Qumranic
embrace of two distinctive messianic leaders. of course, the question is whether
only two messianic typologies existed in Qumranic interpretation, or whether
they accompanied additional associations.54 In exploring not only these references, but also many others, dietmar neufeld argues for a vast proliferation of
messianic typologies at Qumran, the sort of feature that is relected in the vast
number of messianic references in the Gospel of John.55

51. on the “two messiahs,” see Karl G. Kuhn, “the two messiahs of aaron and Israel,”
in The Scrolls and the New Testament, ed. Krister Stendahl (new york: harper, 1957), 54–64;
raymond e. brown, “the messianism of Qumran,” CBQ 19 (1957): 53–82; r. b. laurin, “the
Problem of two messiahs in the Qumran Scrolls,” RevQ 4 (1963–64): 39–52; emil a. Wcela,
“the messiah(s) of Qumran,” CBQ 26 (1964): 340–49; andrew chester, Messiah and Exaltation: Jewish Messianic and Visionary Traditions and New Testament Christology (Wunt 207;
tübingen: mohr Siebeck, 2007), 333–40. on moses typology, see James e. bowley, “moses in
the dead Sea Scrolls: living in the Shadow of God’s anointed,” in The Bible at Qumran: Text,
Shape, and Interpretation, ed. Peter W. flint (Grand rapids: eerdmans, 2001), 159–81.
52. See George J. brooke, “the messiah of aaron in the damascus document,” RevQ 15
(1991): 215–30.
53. See craig a. evans, “‘the two Sons of oil’: early evidence of messianic expectation
of Zechariah 4:14 in 4Q254 4 2,” in The Provo International Conference on the Dead Sea Scrolls:
Technological Innovations, New Texts, and Reformulated Issues, ed. donald W. Parry and eugene
ulrich (StdJ 30; leiden: brill, 1998), 566–75; “diarchic messianism in the dead Sea Scrolls and
the messianism of Jesus of nazareth,” in Schiffman, tov, and vanderKam, Dead Sea Scrolls Fifty
Years after Their Discovery, 558–67.
54. d. l. hurst sees the notion of “two messiahs at Qumran” as a creation of modern
scholars rather than a deduction from the evidence; see “did Qumran expect two messiahs?”
BBR 9 (1999): 157–80.
55. neufeld, “‘and When that one comes,’” 120–40. See also anderson, Christology of
the Fourth Gospel, 1–15.
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With relation to Johannine studies, three connections seem important. first,
the great diversity of messianic presentation in the fourth Gospel is not an anomaly; it is characteristic of messianic hope mingled with speculation as to how God
might be working eschatologically in the redeeming of the world. Second, religious debates among characters in the fourth Gospel as to whether Jesus was
indeed the messiah (needing to have come from david’s city, John 7:42; searching the Scriptures but not having noted the one of whom moses wrote, 1:45;
5:38–47) likely refer to real debates over the character and identity of the messiah
in the ambivalent reception of Jesus and his mission. hird, the signiicance of
prophetic messianic typologies, including the Prophet-like-moses (whose words
must come true; deut 18:15–22) and the Prophet-like-elijah (whose signs testify
to his authenticity), is pressing in both Qumranic and Johannine messianism. In
these ways, parallels between these two sets of messianic views are highly instructive for understanding the Johannine ethos and theology.
the Spirit of truth
one of the interesting themes that emerges from Qumran-Johannine studies is the role of the holy Spirit in John as preigured by various images in the
Qumran writings. In the scrolls, the Spirit of truth is contrasted to the Spirit of
deception. he holy Spirit, or Spirit of righteousness, also denotes the means
by which God empowers the faithful to adhere to the way of the torah, maintaining covenant faithfulness as opposed to falling short of full adherence. In
addition, the instructions of the holy Spirit are the basis for community in Israel
(1QS 9.3), and God’s enlightening work is a foundation for the teacher of righteousness and those who follow in his wake. In a creative synthesis of otherwise
disparate features, otto betz argued that the Qumranic presentation of the archangel michael, who communicates God’s messages to the faithful and strengthens
them, serves as the religious backdrop for the Spirit/Paraclete that Jesus promises
to send.56 from a slightly diferent angle, a. r. c. leaney connected the original
advocacy and strengthening work of the Paraclete with that of the father, which
the Son and the holy Spirit carry out in their respective commissions.57 Israel
Knohl drew particular connections between menahem the essene, described by
Josephus, and the leadership style of Jesus. further, Knohl argues that the nouns
Menahem and menahemim mean “comfort/comforters” and implies that John’s
presentation of Jesus and the ministry of the holy Spirit, particularly the description of the holy Spirit as “another” Paraclete (John 14:16), is rooted in stories of

56. otto betz, Der Paraklet: Fürsprecher im häretischen Spätjudentum, im Johannesevangelium und in neu gefundenen gnostischen Schriften (aGSu 2; leiden: brill, 1963).
57. a. r. c. leaney, “the Johannine Paraclete and the Qumran Scrolls,” in charlesworth,
John and Qumran, 38–61.
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menahem, expressing “the unique concept of a chain of redeemers.” If Jesus was a
second menahem, the holy Spirit is described in John as a third.58 finally, believers become commissioned as witnesses in the world, extending the agency of the
father by means of their faithfulness. In these and other ways, the Qumranic references to ways the Spirit of God interacts with humanity provide an important
backdrop for understanding Johannine pneumatology and its implications for the
faithful, as divine guidance is understood to be an important source of direction,
efected by the holy Spirit.
community dynamics
one of the most important sets of insights to come from the Qumran writings is the sense of community life conveyed within this Jewish movement.59
While the strict rules of joining and participating in this sectarian society probably did not apply in the same ways to the Johannine community in various phases
of its development, some features do help us appreciate features that are distinctively Johannine. for instance, Jesus scholars have long noted the diference in
the Synoptic Jesus’ teachings about loving enemies and societal outcasts, whereas
the Johannine Jesus commands his followers to “love one another” and to care
for their own. his seems like an aberration—an inward-focused deviation from
the outward-focused teachings of the Jesus of history. In the community rule,
however, true followers of God are to “love everything he chose and to hate
everything he rejected” (1QS 1.3) and “to love the children of light . . . and to
hate the children of darkness” (1QS 1.9–10). Similarly in the damascus document, “each one must love his brother as himself and support the poor, needy,
and alien” (cd 6.20).While neither the Gospel nor the epistles of John are as
vehement in loving insiders and hating outsiders as the author(s) of 1QS, they
seem to relect a conventional set of concerns for members of one’s religious community that was perfectly at home within contemporary Judaism, making the
Johannine focus upon loving one another understandable. It is also a fact that the
love of one’s own does not preclude love for the outsider and alien (cd 6.20), so
the Johannine silence on explicit commands to love one’s enemies and neighbors
should not be over-read.

58. Israel Knohl, The Messiah before Jesus: The Suffering Servant of the Dead Sea Scrolls
(berkeley and los angeles: university of california Press, 2000), 51–71, quote 71. See also a.
Shafaat, “Geber of the Qumran Scrolls and the Spirit-Paraclete of the Gospel of John,” NTS 27
(1981): 263–69.
59. See adriana destro and mauro Pesce, “the Gospel of John and the community rule
of Qumran: a comparison of Systems,” in Judaism in Late Antiquity, Part Five: The Judaism of
Qumran, a Systemic Reading of the Dead Sea Scrolls, ed. alan J. avery-Peck, bruce chilton, and
Jacob neusner, 2 vols. (leiden: brill, 2001), 2:201–29.
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Scripture and Its Interpretation
one of the intriguing features of the Qumran writings is their reverence for
Jewish Scripture, relected in the many approaches to interpretation. While a
good number of speculations have arisen which assume that a particular sort of
interpretation was characteristically in play, a more measured analysis of interpretive approaches to Scripture shows both the creativity and the real-life application
exercised by the teacher of righteousness, followed by later generations of eschatological interpretation. building on earlier analyses of forms of interpretation
at Qumran, George brooke outlined ive types of biblical interpretation in the
Qumran writings: legal, exhortatory, narrative, poetic, and prophetic.60 Implications for Johannine studies are many. he fourth evangelist indeed shows a
Jesus who challenges legal interpretations of moses and the law with his own
(John 7:16–24); biblical themes are exposited by Jesus in exhortative ways (John
6:45 // Isa 54:13); narratives and events in moses’ day are appropriated by Jesus
with relevance to his own mission (John 3:14 // num 21:9); works of moses are
interpreted poetically (John 1:16–18); and biblical references are interpreted as
prophecy fulilled (John 19:32–37 // Ps 34:20; Zech 12:10). he relevance of this
interpretive analysis of the use of Scripture in both the Qumranic and the Johannine writings is to invite the appreciation of the rich diversity of approach in both
cases, helping interpreters avoid tendencies to overly generalize one particular
approach or to insist on a singular pattern.
from these thematic parallels it is clear that there are a good number of
topical similarities between the Johannine and Qumranic writings, and yet very
few of them are exact parallels. hey both have a monotheistic understanding of
God as the source and destiny of the cosmic order while sketching the plight of
humanity in dualistic terms. challenges for humans are intensiied by references
to the workings of the two Spirits, leading either to truth or deception. While
Qumranic dualism emphasizes divine judgment and violence far more intensely,
the Johannine approach presents readers with a dualism of decision—to decide
for or against the revealer. In both sets of writings, a great diversity of approaches
to messianic typologies and uses of Scripture can be seen, and this represents
the creativity of contemporary Judaism of the day. With regard to community
life, the Qumranic sociology has a far more sectarian character in contrast to the
more permeable and boundary-bridging ethos of the Johannine situation. While
Johannine community members (or even their mentors, if John the baptizer
played a role in forming the Johannine ethos) may have had some irsthand contact with Qumran society, such an inference is not required to account for the
large number of parallels between the writings. even in their diferences and con-

60. George J. brooke, “biblical Interpretation at Qumran,” in charlesworth, Bible and the
Dead Sea Scrolls, 1:287–319.
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trasts, however, these analyses are helpful for understanding the Johannine ethos
and message.
commas—mundane details, Phrases, and conceptual constructs
In addition to topical themes, a variety of mundane details, phrases, and conceptual constructs deserve at least a brief consideration. he sheer number of parallels
in particular details between the scrolls and the Johannine writings shows that
individual intersections should not be viewed as anomalies. again, while the relationship between the Qumranic and Johannine communities remains a question,
these sets of connections remain suggestive for Johannine research. Whether the
parallels are similar or dissimilar, they nonetheless are instructive for getting a
better sense of the development of Johannine christianity in its own trajectory.
hat being the case, both history and theology in John are afected by these comparisons and contrasts.
he minimal conclusion from the mundane parallels between the Qumranic and Johannine writings is that both operated from a similar perspective and
worldview, drawing on hebrew Scripture typologies and texts in addressing later
religious challenges within their communities and beyond. While an exhaustive
assessment of the particular relationship between the two compilations is beyond
the scope of this essay, it might be helpful to be reminded of a digest of the various approaches to the question before looking briely at several notable examples.
In reviewing the various parallels in shared symbolism and language between the
Qumranic and Johannine communities, James charlesworth ofers ive “attractive
hypotheses” as to how the Qumran Scrolls have inluenced the fourth Gospel.61
1. John the baptizer had once been a member of the Qumran community,
Jesus was his disciple, and Jesus passed some of the unique Qumran terms on to
his own disciples; or,
2. he beloved disciple, Jesus’ intimate follower, had been a disciple of the
baptizer who had been a member of the Qumran community, and he inluenced
Jesus and some of his followers; or,
3. Jesus met essenes on the outskirts of towns and cities in Galilee and Judea;
he discussed theology with them and was inluenced by some of their ideas and
terms; or,
4. essenes lived in Jerusalem (or ephesus) near the Johannine community
and inluenced the development of Johannine theology; or,
5. essenes became followers of Jesus and lived in the Johannine School, shaping the dualism, pneumatology, and technical terms in the fourth Gospel. his
could have happened in numerous places, including Jerusalem.

61. James h. charlesworth, “a Study in Shared Symbolism,” 3.97–152.
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In relecting upon Johannine evidence for these approaches, the irst two scenarios seem the most likely, accounting for the Qumranic material within the
Johannine writings in an eicient and straightforward way. he beloved disciple
in John 1 may indeed have been one of the earliest disciples to leave their former
master, the baptizer, and follow Jesus. If the baptizer was steeped in Qumranic
ethos, that factor in itself could account for many of the ways the mission of Jesus
is presented in cosmological terms—being cast in a struggle between light and
darkness. of course, the other theories of Jesus, the Johannine leadership, or the
Johannine community having had contact with essenes in Palestine and/or asia
minor are entirely plausible, and there is no reason to discount their likelihood.
even informal contacts with Qumranic cosmology and ethos would have been
“in the air” within irst-century c.e. Judaism and that would have included Palestine and surrounding regions, as well as asia minor, or whatever setting in which
the Johannine community may have developed. herefore, some combination
of direct and indirect contacts between the Johannine tradition and Qumranic
Judaism is likely, a reality that explains the numerous minor parallels between the
Johannine writings and the scrolls.
clues to the baptizer’s ministry
from the beginning of the discoveries, Qumranic clues to the ministry of
John the baptizer have abounded, casting new light on the Johannine presentation of his ministry and his connection with both Jesus and the fourth evangelist.
first, if John indeed was baptizing across the Jordan (John 1:28; 10:40) and was
associated with elijah (matt 11:14; mark 6:15; 8:28; luke 1:17; but cf. John 1:21),
this could locate his ministry just a few miles from Qumran. If he was or had been
a member of the Qumran community, this might also account for his rugged
appearance and unconventional diet. Second, the presentation of John’s citing
Isa 40:3 as the basis for his mission connects with the Qumranic description of
the party of the yahad (twelve laymen and three priests) who were to consecrate
themselves for two years in the wilderness, grounding themselves in the way of
truth by abiding in the law of righteousness (1QS 8.14; 9.19–20). his is entirely
commensurate with John the baptizer’s claim to be a voice crying in the wilderness, making straight the way of the lord (John 1:23). hird, John the baptizer’s
teachings resemble many features of the ethos of Qumran, including his emphasis
on righteousness (matt 21:32) and baptizing as a call to repentance (mark 1:4).62
fourth, John’s baptism with water carries forth a central Qumranic concern with

62. In particular, his confronting of herod for taking his brother’s wife (mark 6:18)
reflects ethical concerns echoed in the damascus document (cd 4.21–5.1), where taking two
wives is forbidden (in keeping with Jewish Scripture). other aspects of keeping the law rigorously are implied.
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puriication and cleansing, although it also is very diferent from Qumranic
bathing. rather than bathing twice a day, or having a ritualized approach to puriication, John’s baptism appears to have been a singular and pivotal experience.
and, rather than simply continuing a standard process of puriication, it appears
to have been bestowed upon individuals who had already repented of their sins.
hese comparative and contrastive details conirm at least some sort of connection between John the baptizer and the Qumran community, and the inference
that he had probably spent some time there is by no means implausible.63 Given
this likelihood, the presentation of the baptizer’s followers becoming followers of
Jesus in John 1:19–51 provides an important set of plausible contacts between the
Johannine presentation of Jesus and the ethos and theology of Qumran.
archaeological and topographical details
In addition to illuminating the ministry of John the baptizer with implications for understanding better the interests of the Johannine evangelist and the
ministry of Jesus, a variety of other archaeological and topographical discoveries at Qumran are also signiicant. first, a historic clue to the ive porticoes
surrounding the Pool of bethesda (also beth-zatha) mentioned in John 5:2 is provided by the description of two pools in Jerusalem in the copper Scroll. If “beth
esdatayin” can be taken to refer to “the house of the two Pools,” four porticoes
surrounded two adjoining pools with one portico separating them.64 conirmed
by archaeological discoveries of such a site in Jerusalem, accompanied by aesclepius images, this Johannine presentation of the Jerusalem healing setting is
found to be more historical than it was earlier thought to be. Second, a clue to
the six stone jars holding twenty or thirty gallons each in John 2:6 is provided in
11Qtemple 50.10–19, where the impurity of clay jars is mentioned, suggesting
the purity necessity of alternatives, such as stone vessels. a third archaeological clue to the Johannine presentation of Jesus and the baptizer relates to the
mikva’ot, the cleansing pools, found at Qumran. While theories vary as to which
deep pools were used for drinking water storage and which ones were used for

63. See, for example, James charlesworth’s explanation that, if John the baptizer was
indeed the son of a Zadokite priest, some sort of contact with this community with clear priestly
associations is entirely plausible, although impossible to prove (“John the baptizer and the dead
Sea Scrolls,” in charlesworth, Bible and the Dead Sea Scrolls, 3:1–35).
64. See charlesworth, “dead Sea Scrolls and the Gospel,” 65–97; m. baillet, J. t. milik,
and roland de vaux, eds., Les ‘petites grottes’ de Qumrân (dJd III; 2 vols.; oxford: clarendon,
1962), 1:214, 271–72; Joachim Jeremias, The Rediscovery of Bethsada (louisville: Southern baptist theological Seminary, 1966), 11–12; John J. rousseau and rami arav, eds., Jesus and His
World: An Archaeological and Cultural Dictionary (minneapolis: fortress Press, 1995), 156. See
also urban von Wahlde, “archaeology and John’s Gospel,” in Jesus and Archaeology, ed. James h.
charlesworth (Grand rapids: eerdmans, 2006), 560–66.
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bathing, one pool in particular has three staircases coming up, with one going
down, separated by a divider. he reason for this division is that if impurity was
transmitted by touch, a bather coming up would not want to be touched by the
“unclean” state of ones coming down into the water. herefore, gradations of
removal from impurity are implied. his would have been similar in function
to the puriication pools one would have used in entering the temple area. hat
being the case, John the baptizer’s conjoining of ethical reform and washing in a
noncultic setting appears to be a challenge to cultic purity, suggesting an alternative understanding of Jesus’ early challenging of the temple system in the fourth
Gospel. might Jesus be presented as taking further the baptizer’s challenge to
ritual means of purity in the inaugural temple cleansing in the fourth Gospel?
While such a narrative interest cannot be conirmed or disconirmed critically,
the religious realism now disclosed by Qumran archaeology raises some interesting possibilities for consideration. hese details not only have echoes with John’s
historicity but also with John’s theology.
metaphorical and thematic references
Several common metaphors and themes between the Qumranic and Johannine writings are also worth noting. first, “living water” is associated in Qumran
with spiritual blessing—a clear relection of the need to have running water in
contrast to stagnant pools if water is to be efective for drinking or cleansing.
he importance of collecting water running is illustrated by the many cisterns
in Qumran and their carefully engineered feeder streams. In 4Q504 4.1–21, the
writer laments that people have abandoned “the fount of living water” and “have
served a foreign god in their land.” his lament is followed by the grateful prayer,
“you have poured out your holy spirit upon us.” he connection of “living water”
and pouring out of the holy Spirit found in John 7:38–39 relects an intriguing
Qumranic parallel. Second, parallel to the matthean and Johannine references to
“the light of the world” (matt 5:14; John 8:12; 9:5), covenanters are encouraged
in 4Q541 9.24 6 that “you will grow and understand and be glad in the light of
the world; you will not be a disowned vessel.” hird, references to “eternal life”
are made in both sets of writings, and while eternal life is a prevalent theme in
the Synoptics, its attainment is a central focus of the Johannine appeal to believe
(John 3:15–16, 39; 20:31). Similarly, eternal life is presented in 1QS 4.6–8 as a
“gracious visitation” through which “all who walk in this spirit will know healing,
bountiful peace, long life, and multiple progeny, followed by eternal blessings,
and perpetual joy through life everlasting.” and, cd 3.20 describes eternal life
as the result of remaining faithful to the religious (and priestly) house of Israel.
fourth, the “works of God” are described in cd 2.14–15 as what God commands, and this is indeed parallel to the request of the crowd in John 6:28, “What
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must we do to perform the works of God?”65 fith, references to “idols” in 1QS
2.11–12 and 4Q271 2 9 demonstrate interesting parallels with the last verse of the
irst Johannine epistle (1 John 5:21): “little children, keep yourselves from idols.”
While idolatry in 1 John was probably a direct reference to forbidding participation in cultic festivals in a Greco-roman context, the reference in 1QS 2.11–12
guards against bringing idolatry into the community, and 4Q271 2 9 simply mentions the materials of which idols were made. In these metaphorical connections
between the Qumranic and Johannine writings many parallels exist, both comparative and contrastive.
the teacher of righteousness versus the Wicked Priest and other
villains
While impressive similarities exist between the teacher of righteousness and Jesus, parallels also extend to leaders within the Johannine situation.
likewise, the Johannine adversaries are presented in the Gospel and epistles in
ways parallel to the villainous Wicked Priest in the Qumranic literature. as a
radical interpreter of the law, the righteous teacher advocated a vision of following moses and the Prophets; from a religious and political stance, he and his
community must be considered the losers. he met opposition from more powerful priests in Jerusalem, and whoever “the Wicked Priest” might have been,
this individual apparently asserted his inluence against the teacher. likewise,
the Johannine Jesus challenged the religious leaders in Jerusalem with a vision
of adhering to the heart of the law. he fourth Gospel alone shows a sustained
history of engagement between Jesus and Jerusalem leaders, involving at least
four visits to Jerusalem, resulting in challenges to Jesus’ teachings and authority. While particular priests (caiaphas, annas) are portrayed with high esteem in
John (even making prophecies about Jesus’ atoning death, perhaps unwittingly, at
John 11:47–53), it is some of the Jewish leaders in Jerusalem (not all of them) that
sought to have Jesus put to death. hat being the case, the Johannine narrative
might actually inform the socio-religious situation in Jerusalem leading to the
Qumranic secession.66

65. although one can also render e)rgazw/meqa as “get” (“to receive a miraculous work”)
rather than “perform,” the conventional parallel to Qumran still stands. See anderson, Christology of the Fourth Gospel, 200–202.
66. See håkan bengtsson, “three Sobriquets, their meaning and function: the Wicked
Priest, Synagogue of Satan, and the Woman Jezebel,” in charlesworth, Bible and the Dead
Sea Scrolls, 1:183–208; david noel freedman and Jeffrey c. Geoghegan, “another Stab at the
Wicked Priest,” in charlesworth, Bible and the Dead Sea Scrolls, 2:17–24; martin G. abegg Jr.,
“Who ascended to heaven? 4Q491, 4Q427, and the teacher of righteousness,” in Eschatology,
Messianism, and the Dead Sea Scrolls, ed. craig a. evans and Peter W. flint (Grand rapids mI:
eerdmans, 1997), 61–73.
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during the second period of the Johannine movement (70–85 c.e.), the challenges faced by the beloved disciple and other Johannine leaders in asia minor
would have found parallels with the Qumranic leadership, especially as later generations of leaders sought to further the original vision and mission of the teacher
of righteousness. Interesting parallels between the Johannine epistles and the
Qumranic writings include accusations of lying and deception. In the Johannine
situation, such allegations are levied at false teachers who probably encouraged
social and religious assimilation within their Greco-roman civic setting, and yet
diotrephes as a local church leader is also accused of spreading untruths about
Johannine believers (3 John 9–10). Parallel to the Qumranic leaders, the Johannine leaders elevate a primary value against a competing, false value, but we see
it in two phases—a Palestinian phase and an asia minor phase. In Qumran the
dichotomy was all Jewish: the righteous teacher versus the Wicked Priest. In the
Johannine Gospel, Jesus the authentic prophet confronts the leading Judeans; in
the Johannine epistles, authentic christ-followers confront the antichrists (1
John 2:18–25; 4:1–3; 2 John 7). In the Qumranic and Johannine writings, community heroes are similarly exalted, while familiar adversaries are countered with
parallel pejorative rhetoric.
associations with Jesus as the christ
In addition to the discussion of messianism noted above, some terms that
appear in the scrolls are interesting simply because of their similarity to the presentation of Jesus as the christ in the Gospel of John. first, “Son of God” also
appears in the Qumran writings (see esp. 4Q246 2 1, “he will be called the Son
of God, they will call him the son of the most high”), apparently in reference to
a false pretender whose reign will fall like a meteor.67 note the requirement of
Jesus’ death articulated by the Jerusalem leaders in John 19:7, where they accuse
him of a capital ofense in claiming to be the “Son of God.” herefore, “Son of
God” can no longer be regarded as a purely hellenistic messianic construct; it
is in play here in sectarian Judaism a full century before Jesus’ ministry. Second,
clear criteria are presented for how to distinguish the authentic prophet from
the false prophet. a collection of messianic proof texts anticipating the Prophetlike-moses appears in 4Q175 1.1–4 (deut 5:28–29) and 1.5–8 (deut 18:18–19),
and the test of a true prophet follows in 4Q375 (fulilling deut 18:18–22—the

67. John J. collins also notes the apocalyptic features of this title, “the Son of God text
from Qumran,” in From Jesus to John: Essays on Jesus and New Testament Christology in Honour
of Marinus de Jonge, ed. martinus c. de boer (JSntSup 8; Sheffield: JSot Press, 1993), 65–82.
See also Joseph a. fitzmyer, S.J., “the aramaic ‘Son of God’ text from Qumran cave 4,” in
Methods of Investigation of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Khirbet Qumran Site: Present Realities
and Future Prospects, ed. michael o. Wise et al. (new york: new york academy of Sciences,
1994), 163–78.
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words of the authentic prophet must be heeded; the false prophet “must be put to
death”) and the moses apocryphon in 4Q377. conversely, traits of false prophets
in Israel are outlined in 4Q339. Similarly, debates over Jesus’ authenticity in John
5–10 orbit around whether he is indeed the prophet predicted by moses in deut
18. hird, elijah/elisha typologies are developed in several passages, notably in
the apocryphon of elijah (4Q382). as Jesus is portrayed as performing elijahtype miracles in John (raising lazarus from the dead, feeding the multitude with
barley loaves), the baptizer’s denial of being either the Prophet or elijah in John
1:19–27 serves the evangelist’s presentation of these two typologies being fulilled
in the ministry of Jesus. fourth, the mention of the “eyes of the blind” (1QS 4.11)
and the raising of the dead (4Q521) clearly resonate with Jesus’ ministry in the
Gospel of John (see John 9:39–41; 10:21; 11:1–52). fith, in a fascinating analysis of connections between the 153 days of noah’s lood in 4Q252 1.8–10 and
the 153 ish mentioned at John 21:11, George brooke suggests new insights for
understanding this detail’s meaning in the light of Jesus’ mission.68 both in their
similarity and dissimilarity, echoes with the scrolls abound in the Johannine presentation of Jesus as the christ.
the “two Ways” and their Implications
Parallel to “the two ways” (the way of life and the way of death) in the
Didache, a clear exposition on the two ways appears in 4Q473 2, inspired by
deut 11:26–28. In addition to parallels with “the narrow gate” and way leading
to life versus the road to destruction in matt 7:13–14, there are signiicant parallels in John 6:27–71, where Jesus invites his audience to choose the food that
leads to life (which he gives) over food that leads to death. While fragment 2.2–7
promises blessing for following the way of life in contrast to the plight of those
who follow the way of evil, John 6 calls for solidarity with Jesus and the way of
his community instead of settling for lesser alternatives. In contrast to J. louis
martyn’s two-level, history-and-theology interpretation of John 9, the four sets of
discussants in John 6 (the crowd, the Jews, the disciples, Peter) echo at least four
challenges within the history of the Johannine situation during its second and
third phases (70–100 c.e.).69 rather than exposing a singular crisis in the Johannine dialectical situation, the “challenge of the two ways” in John 6 addresses four
largely sequential-yet-somewhat-overlapping crises in the Johannine situation.70
68. George J. brooke, “4Q252 and the 153 fish of John 21.11,” in his Dead Sea Scrolls and
the New Testament: Essays in Mutual Illumination (minneapolis: fortress, 2005), 282–97.
69. See J. louis martyn, History and Theology in the Fourth Gospel (3d ed.; louisville:
Westminster John Knox, 2003).
70. See Paul n. anderson, “the Sitz im Leben of the Johannine bread of life discourse
and its evolving context,” in Critical Readings of John 6, ed. r. alan culpepper (bIS 22; atlanta:
Society of biblical literature, 2006), 1–59, for a description of these four alternative death-pro-
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as John 6 was probably added to an earlier edition of the Gospel, the exhortation
to chose the way of life—the life-producing food that Jesus ofers versus its lesser
alternatives—shows signs of being crated for audience relevance as the Johannine narration developed. on this score, Qumranic and Johannine appeals to the
way of life versus the way of death will be mutually informative.
Question marks?—Suggestions for further Inquiry
In the light of the above history of research on Qumran and the fourth Gospel, a
number of questions follow. one cannot help but notice how the discussion has
moved from discovery and grand hopes of promise, to a disparagement of the
relationship, to a set of more nuanced approaches regarding the Johannine-Qumranic relationship. While direct contact need not be inferred to imply inluence,
and while even diferences may provide important insights into Johannine faith
and practice, inding the right tools and methods for ascertaining the Johannine
ethos will be central to the success of one’s investigation. hat being the case,
the following questions invite consideration, providing suggestions for further
inquiry.
first, What light do John the Baptizer’s likely connections with Qumran shed
on the Johannine perspective regarding his mission and the ministry of Jesus? he
Johannine presentation of John’s baptizing across the Jordan (John 1:28; 3:26;
10:40) bears a good deal of topographical realism. over the last decade or so,
archaeological research in the vicinity of Wadi al-Kharrar has shown itself to be
the likely historical site of John’s baptismal ministry.71 his area is also associated with the ministries of moses and elijah, so one can understand how John
would have been interpreted as following in the trajectories of moses (“the
Prophet”) and elijah (mark 6:15; 8:28; John 1:21). What is odd, however, is that
in the fourth Gospel John claims that he is neither the Prophet nor elijah, in con-

ducing “ways”—a materialistic view of Jesus’ works versus their signifying power, the “bread”
that moses gave versus that which the father gives, the bread of the flesh of Jesus given for the
life of the world on the cross, and Jesus’ possession of the words of life versus emerging structural institutionalism.
71. the archaeological site at Wadi Kharrar is just east of the Jordan river (between
Qumran and Jericho), showing a large natural pool in which christian baptisms have been performed going back at least to the byzantine area—even referred to by origen as “bethabara”
after visiting the area on a personal investigation. this may be the site referred to as “beth-bara”
on the Jordan mentioned in Judg 7:25. See also michele Piccirillo, “the Sanctuaries of the baptism on the east bank of the Jordan river,” in Jesus and Archaeology, ed. James h. charlesworth
(Grand rapids: eerdmans, 2006), 433–43. against a northern Jordan site, batanaea, matthew
records the Jordan baptizing work of John as being in Judea—the south (matt 3:1). of course,
John could have been baptizing in the north, as well; if he also baptized in aenon near Salim
(John 3:23) in Samaria, he could have baptized throughout Palestine, including the northern
Jordan, which was near bethsaida—the home of Philip, Peter, and andrew (John 1:44).
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trast with the presentations of the baptizer in the Synoptics.72 It seems that the
fourth evangelist seeks to portray Jesus, not John, as fulilling moses and elijah
typologies.
Second, How does the multiplicity of messianic typologies in Qumran afect
our understanding of Johannine Christology and its developments? a striking fact
about Qumran expectations of a priestly messiah (aaron) and a royal messiah
(Israel) is that it shows the diversity of messianic expectation in Israel leading up
to the ministry of Jesus. While distinct from anticipated messianic typologies,
the teacher of righteousness assumes a Prophet-like-moses identity, therefore
featuring anticipations of God’s anointed agent as the Prophet, Priest, and King.73
his makes it understandable how diferent messianic typologies are presented
among the Gospel traditions; further, it helps to clarify why some of the Judean
leaders refused to believe in Jesus. In John 7:42, this diversity of perspective is
illustrated by the fact that the Judean religious leaders understand “the Prophet”
to come from david’s city, leading them to reject Galilean credentials out of hand.
conversely, the Galilean crowd in John 6:14–15 interprets Jesus as a prophet-king
like moses, although he rejects their attempts to rush him of for a hasty coronation.74
hird, How do the distinctive dualisms of Qumran and the Johannine writings illumine experiential and ideological features of these communities’ situations
and histories? discussions regarding Johannine and Qumranic dualism have too
oten centered around cosmology and theology, when the primary occasion for
dualistic thought was experiential disappointment and loss, accompanied by rhetorical and moral interests. he operative question, therefore, is how leaders in
both of these Jewish communities interpreted community experiences and hopes
in the light of dualistic constructs. he Qumranic sketch of cosmological warfare
in the War Scroll, wherein children of light are presented as being at war with
children of darkness, maintains two primary contentions: irst, that those who
reject the message and stance of the Qumran covenanters are wrong (and thus
in the dark rather than in the light); second, that God will be the inal judge,
bringing the faithful to victory over their adversaries, who appear to have gotten

72. It was from mount nebo that moses glimpsed the Promised land (deut 34:1–5), and
near this site that elijah’s mantle was transferred to elisha (2 Kings 2:1–15) by striking the water
with it, causing the parting of the Jordan. another water reference is made to elisha’s legitimation as an authentic prophet, because he is remembered as pouring water over the hands of
elijah (2 Kings 3:11).
73. richard a. horsley, “the dead Sea Scrolls and the historical Jesus,” in charlesworth,
Bible and the Dead Sea Scrolls, 3:37–60.
74. for an extensive analysis of prophet-king messianic expectations in first-century
Palestine, see Wayne meeks, The Prophet-King: Moses Traditions and the Johannine Christology
(novtSup 14; leiden: brill, 1967). See also the central role of moses in Jewish messianic ideals,
despite competing typologies, in bowley, “moses in the dead Sea Scrolls,” 159–81.
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the upper hand, at least for now. he Johannine dualism moves out of a similar
structure, although the elements are diferent. In John, it is not the children of
light who are rejected, but it is Jesus as the light of the world who is rejected by
religious leaders, whose sin is that they claim to see (9:41). further, the evangelist
explains this reality more as a relection of their not having been rooted in God to
begin with, or at least loving darkness rather than light (3:17–21). In that sense,
both employ dualism as a means of explaining disappointment and the rejection
of their communities’ convictions. but the Qumranic interpretation sketches the
outcome in terms of cosmological warfare, while the Johannine interpretation
explains the reception on the basis of a dualism of decision. In presenting the
truth-rejecting world as loving darkness rather than light, and the praise of men
over the glory of God, the Johannine ethical dualism is structured more closely to
Plato’s allegory of the cave than Qumran’s cosmic warfare.
fourth, What do the dialogical relationships between Qumran leaders and
Jerusalem suggest about the Galilean Jesus and his Judean rejections in John? distinctive to the Johannine presentation of Jesus is his adversarial relationship with
Jerusalem leaders—the Ἰουδαίοι—especially the priests and defenders of the law
and temple. territoriality only exists between competing members of like species,
and just as the Qumran leadership seems to have been in conlict with the priests
of Jerusalem as a priestly tradition, the conlicts reported between the northern
prophet and the Jerusalem leaders in the fourth Gospel suggest some interesting
parallels as well. Just as it would be wrong to accuse the Qumran covenanters
of being anti-Semitic because they were at odds with Jerusalem priests, so it is
wrong to see the fourth evangelist as anti-Semitic because the Jerusalem leaders
are portrayed as rejecting the prophet from Galilee. If anything, the Johannine
Jesus is presented as advocating a radical view of Judaism that fulills the vision
of moses and the Prophets in a deeply spiritual way. herefore, while some of
the Ἰουδαίοι in John believe, the unbelieving Ἰουδαίοι should be seen as Judean
leaders who reject the revealer and his revelation in the name of religious conventions.75 Put otherwise, it is unlikely that the Qumran covenanters were the
only devout and conservative Jewish group to have been alienated by Jerusalem’s
priestly establishment; Jesus and his followers likely experienced similar treatment and faced tensions with Jerusalocentric leaders. herefore, sociological
analyses of the Jerusalem-Qumran tensions and the Jerusalem-Jesus movement
tensions would both beneit from comparative analysis. hey show similar yet
diferent experiences of Jewish religious movements that came to be at odds with
religious leaders in Jerusalem, leading to similar yet diferent developments, one

75. James charlesworth puts this point well in “the dead Sea Scrolls and the Gospel
according to John,” 65–97. the tensions with οἱ Ἰουδαίοι in the fourth Gospel reflect not antiSemitism, but rather north-south tensions between the Galilean prophet and Judean religious
leaders.
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becoming a sectarian community in Qumran, and the other becoming a form of
Jewish outreach to the nations in the Pauline and Johannine missions.
fith, Are there parallels between the functions of the Teacher of Righteousness
and the Beloved Disciple and what happened with leadership transitions following
them? While parallels between the teacher of righteousness and Jesus are telling, the relation between the teacher of righteousness and the beloved disciple
may be even more signiicant within Johannine studies. of particular interest is
the way these leaders of their respective communities exercised their roles and
how they conveyed their understandings of religious truth. Where the teacher
of righteousness was working with his understanding of torah and other Scriptures, the beloved disciple also sought to develop an understanding of how Jesus’
ministry should be remembered, including how it fulilled Scripture and continued to be relevant for later generations. hat being the case, there may be value
in analyzing approaches to Scripture in both the Qumran and Johannine writings
and in noting how authoritative leadership is transferred from one generation to
later ones within a religious community setting.
Sixth, How do new understandings of the social situations of the Qumran community and Johannine Christianity impact our understandings of the contents of
their respective writings? If Kåre fuglseth is correct to interpret John’s Gospel as
more cultic than sectarian, closer to the situation of Philo than Qumran, this
could be highly signiicant. both in its Palestinian experience (in my view, 30–70
c.e.) and in its asia minor settings (in my view, 70–100 c.e.),76 a too-narrow
view of the Johannine sociological situation as “sectarian” is lawed if conceived
as a Qumranic sort of existence. In Palestine, Johannine christianity would have
relected the north-south dialectic between Galilee and Judea, and it would have
faced similar tensions with Jerusalem authorities as did the Qumranic leadership. however, rather than being a conservative appeal for stricter adherence to
the law and its implications, the Johannine appeal would have been more liberal—spiritualizing cultic and religious themes and challenging their literalistic
interpretations. taking the revelatory work of the holy Spirit beyond the mere
illumination of the biblical text, the Johannine identiication of Jesus as fulilling
the agency role of the Prophet-like-moses (deut 18:15–22) would have challenged alternate approaches to moses and the Prophets. In continuity with the
original challenge posed by Jesus of nazareth, this appeal to continuing revelation
would have met resistance in Judea and beyond. herefore, when the Johannine
leadership translocated to the setting of one of the mission churches, plausibly
around 70 c.e. as a result of the roman destruction of Jerusalem, dialogues with

76. See Paul n. anderson, The Fourth Gospel and the Quest for Jesus: Modern Foundations Reconsidered (lntS 321; london: t&t clark, 2006), 193–99, for a two-edition theory of
Johannine composition and an outline of the history of the Johannine situation involving seven
dialogical engagements over seven decades.
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local Jewish communities expanded to engage local Gentile audiences with the
news that Jesus was indeed the messiah/christ. rather than fostering a sectarian
existence within this asia minor setting (no other setting is more plausible than
ephesus and its environs), Johannine believers sought to draw Jewish and Gentile audiences alike into a believing relationship to Jesus as the messiah/christ.
as the second and third phases of Johannine christianity (70–85 and 85–100
c.e., respectively) saw the movement from a primary community to a multiplicity of communities as the Jesus movement continued to expand, this would
have included more and more Gentile believers within the Johannine movement.
herefore, in their inclusion of Gentile believers into their worship life, it might
be argued that, rather than being between the social settings of Qumran and
Philo (with fuglseth), the Johannine churches might be placed on the other side
of Philo with regard to their Gentile outreach. Johannine audiences were exhorted
to resist the world (John 17; 1 John 2) precisely because they were living in it.
Seventh, What are the literary-rhetorical parallels between the Qumranic and
Johannine writings? In addition to sociological interests, a variety of new literary
analyses of the Johannine and Qumranic writings are worth considering. despite
considerable diferences between these two sets of writings, comparative analyses could still be highly suggestive. for instance, ways that both sets of writings
approached hebrew Scripture articulated and motivated adherence to community values and standards, produced worship material, and recorded their history
and aspirations will be relevant to such studies. as new literary approaches are
applied to Qumranic writings, this will undoubtedly cast valuable light on the
Johannine writings as well. In addition, the workings of the Johannine composition and editing processes will receive assistance from noting how the Qumran
authors and editors worked.77 at least one example is worth mentioning here. If
indeed there appears to have been more than one beginning in the temple Scroll,
it is not unlikely that the Johannine Gospel was also composed with more than
one beginning and more than one ending.78
hese questions regarding future directions of Qumranic-Johannine research
concern themselves more with the analysis of sociological parallels and their
implications. In contrast to earlier interests seeking to establish direct or indirect inluences, more recent studies have approached their analyses by noting the
similarities and diferences, making good use of contrastive features as well as
comparative ones. In addition, as archaeological discoveries continue to be made
regarding the living conditions, sociology, economics, and character of the Qum-

77. See Pilgaard, “the Qumran Scrolls,” 126–42; Popkes, “about the differing
approach,” 281–317.
78. See George J. brooke’s analysis in “the Temple Scroll in the new testament,” in his
Dead Sea Scrolls and the New Testament: Essays in Mutual Illumination (minneapolis: fortress,
2005), 97–114.
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ranic situation, insights continue to emerge regarding what is known about this
Jewish movement.79 hat being the case, any solid knowledge about Qumran
will be applicable to biblical studies in general and Johannine studies in particular.
conclusion
as the above survey suggests, similarities between the Qumran and Johannine
communities are no longer seen as requiring irsthand contact between these two
sectors of ancient Judaism, although some early contact likely existed. further, as
much can be learned from the diferences as the similarities, and more nuanced
analyses proit from contrasts as well as comparisons. as socio-religious analyses
of Qumran and Second temple Judaism cast valuable light on the situation out
of which the Jesus and Johannine movements emerged, the Qumran writings will
continue to be a valuable source of information for conducting Johannine studies
as well.
as new discoveries lend themselves to additional insights, interpretation will
continue to grow in both Qumranic and Johannine ields of investigation. Ironically, one of the unintended consequences of Qumranic-Johannine analyses is
that, as a result of learning more about contemporary Judaism, the Johannine
writings are liberated from the need to be understood in the light of contemporary hellenistic literature alone.80 they have now come to be interpreted
authentically as Jewish writings relecting a movement in the process of individuating from its parent religious background, within a hellenistic setting, and
thus undergoing the throes of reaching in several directions at once. If indeed
the Qumranic yahad can claim, “When, united by all these precepts, such men as
these come to be a community in Israel, they shall establish eternal truth guided
by the instruction of his holy spirit” (1QS 9.3–4), the Johannine community was
by no means alone in its aspirations and ethos.

79. See especially here the important work of eileen Schuller, The Dead Sea Scrolls: What
Have We Learned? (louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2006).
80. While he does not do much with the Qumran writings in this setting, the famous
essay by James d. G. dunn, “let John be John: a Gospel for Its time” (in The Gospel and the
Gospels, ed. Peter Stuhlmacher [Grand rapids: eerdmans, 1991], 293–322), argues that John’s
autonomy receives a boost from being considered in the light of contemporary Judaism, including the dead Sea Scrolls.

